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Bask in beautiful quilt blocks year after year with a perpetual calendar honoring the memory of

popular author Judy Hopkins. Blocks vary in size from 6" to 14". A portion of the proceeds from the

sale of this calendar will benefit Judy's favorite charity, the Juneau Arts and Humanities

Fund.Choose from 365 inspiring quilt-block patterns for piecing; a block index is includedFind a

color illustration, lettered line drawing, and cutting instructions for each block, all in a convenient

formatEnjoy a variety of block sizes from one day to the next; each day's block pattern is shown in

one size
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I get a double dose of what I need with this. I get a calendar to keep me on the right date and a

different quilt pattern each day. It comes with a fold-up heavy cardboard stand making it easy to see

what day it is. It also helps when making the blocks as it never gets buried under your fabric!The

blocks are various sizes ranging from 8 to 14 inches. Each pattern shows a completed block and

the sizes of each of the pieces used to create the block. If you were to make a block a day, by

year's end you would have enough pieces to make several sampler themed table runners or a

couple of quilts or more depending on the size of the quilt.It is a great was to have 365 different quilt

block patterns in a small space and it lets you decide what type of quilt (runner) you want to make.

Pick a block to make a project or pick two or three blocks and make another project. The

combinations are just about endless.



I just love this perpetual calendar. There are beautiful quilt blocks for each day. They are in color

and the amount of yardage for each color is listed along with the size of the block. I will never throw

this away.

I love this idea of one block a day for a whole year. It is a perpetual calendar, so it will always be on

the desk top. What I like about it is the many many ideas it gives me for making say a quilt with all

star blocks - or simply a sampler quilt of different blocks. Simply a great thing to own if you are a

quilter.

I bought this calendar as a gift for my niece. Over the past couple of years I have gotten her

"hooked" on quilting and she had admired the calendar I had bought for myself several years ago

(also from ). She really likes the variety of quilt blocks the calendar presents along with the

individual dimensions for making each block.

An easy to use calendar where you can make a block a day and have a very unique quilt at year

end. Great for all quilters. Makes a wonderful gift!

The best collection of quilting designs I have seen in a long time. I would recommend it to anyone

who likes variety in easy patterns.

Great calendar - just in case you need inspiration. Great ideas, although I wish it had just a tad more

detail,

I like that I don't have to worry about getting a new calendar every year and that tells you how to

make the quilt blocks for every date in the year. It also made a nice gift for a quilter.
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